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ORGANIZATION OF SPECIAL SCHOOLS

FOR MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the booklet

Looking back at the history of special educational services in
India, it is evident that various service facilities had been set by
individuals interested in the welfare of the mentally retarded children
for specific reasons such as, having a retarded son or daughter.
With whatever limited resources they had in the form of infrastr-
ucture, funds,equipment and trained manpower, they have done their
best for promotion of the cause. Despite the limitations their efforts
have been tremendous and the results remarkable.

With more qualified personnel and support from central and
state governments, the facilities in the form of special schools
increased to over 300 in the country. Yet there are individuals
and organizations who are interested in setting up service facilities,
for which they request for guidelines in the various aspects of
organization of special school. To fulfil their requests and to assist
those interested in starting a special school, an attempt has been
made to provide in a nutshell, the various aspects of organization of
special schools for mentally retarded children. This booklet inclu-
des information on various existing special educational settings, in
brief, organization of special school, target population, infrastruc-
tual facilities, eqyipment, furniture, staff, admission procedures,
working hours, curriculum outline, grouping and programming, main-
tenance of records, rough budgetary requirement and details on
government aid for organising a special school. Illustrations
and sample formats are included wherever possible to enhance
delivery of.information to the readers. This booklet is restricted to
organization of special school only, as it is planned to bring out
separate booklets on the other service facilities.

Existing services for mentally retarded individuals

Various prevalence surveys conducted in the country show
that two percent of general papulation has mental retardation,
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three fourth of them have mild mental retardation while the
remaining one fourth have severe mental retardation with I. Q. 50
and below. Children with deleyedi development up to the age of
3 years require the service of early identification, prevention and
intervention which are provided by medical department at well baby
clinics or child guidance clinics by professionals like paediatricians,
psychiatrists end clinical phychologists. Pre-school and special
education services are provided by special educators. Children with
mild mental retardation who can benefit from regular education are
recommended to attend the regular schools, while children with
moderate and severe mental retardation are required to attend
special sthool.

Currently, deinstitutionalisation is a trend in the western
countries, while in India we take etforts to train the mentally retarded
children to stay at home and receive training either from special
school, or special class in regular school. Where both are not avail-
ble, home based training programmes are encouraged where parents
are trained step by step to train their children at home.

Of these various models for education of the mentally retarded
children, the one that is most popular in the country and is majority
in number is the special school. The special schools mostly olfer
educational facilities to moderately and mildly retarded i. e.,
trainable and educable retarded children. Very f€w special schools
admit children who are severely retarded, needing physical care, the
reason being need of additional staff, as the severely retarded
children need one-to-one attention.

In the following pages, organization of a special school is
described in detail.
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Type Facility Suitability

Institution Total Care All levels
24 hours
Segregated
setup

Special School Day Care Mild,
Segregated Moderate &
setup Severe MR

Special Class in Day Care, Mild &
Regular School pertiatly integrated Moderate MR

for non academic
programmes

Resource Room Integrated in regular Border line
class and partially Mild
segregated for
specific academic
programmes

Itinerant teacher Regular school/Home All levels,
setup-the special especially in places
teacher goes to where there are no
school/home to train facilities available.
parent/regular tea-
cher to train the
retarded child

Home based training Parents are demon- all levels
strated and trained
to manage their
mentally retarded
children at home
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ORGANIZATION OF SPECIAL SCHOOL

Objectives of Special School

1 To provide educational opportunities for mentally retarded
children.

2. To develop programme suitable for every mentally retarded
child.

3. To implement the programmes developed using appropriate
methods and meterials.

4. To prepare mentally retarded children for domestic skills, vocat-
ional training, and integration in the community.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Building : The special school should have five class rooms, a staff
room, a domestic service room, a store room, an office room and a
Principal's room. The classrooms should be ideally 16' X 12'
with enough ventilation. There should be a minimum of 4
toilets out of which one should be preferably western type, for the use
of children such as those with cerebral palsy who cannot squat
down. lf it is an area where western toilet cannot be provided. sim-
ple potty facility must be made with modification made to accomo-
date potty in an ordinary chair. This can be kept in mind while
considering furniture for school. One classroom should be situated
close to the toilet for those children who need to be toilet trained.
The building must have a ramp atleast in one place for the benefit
of retarded children with multiple handicaps.

While constructino the building care should be taken to see
that there are no steps dividing the room and corridor. This will
prevent children from tripping and falling down.

The plug points and switch boards must be provided atleast 6
feet above the floor so that children do not handle them. Unused
plug points must be plugged with dummy plugs or sealed.

If the doors have facility to be bolted from inside it should be
on top of the door so that it would allow the teachers to handle it
and prevent the children from gettinu locked inside accidentally.
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Depending on the budget provision, the walls could be painted
in such a way that it is washable so that it could always be kept
clean even if children tend to scribble on them, once in a while.
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Glass windows which might break and hurt children may be
avoided. Have the windows opening outside rather than inside
which will have less access to children and thus less chances
of breaking.

There should be a play ground preferably with an enclosure!
compound wall so that the children will stay within the school
premises during outdoor activities. If possible have space foractivi-
ties such as. gardening and poultry which promote prevocational
skills in children.

Transport: Provision for school van/bus is essential if all levelsof
retarded children from the city are to be admitted. In rural setting a
car or a covered cycle rickshaw may be provided.

FURNITURE

Selection of furniture usually depends upon (a) the location
of the school whether rural, urban or semiurban. (b) the budgetary
provision and (c) the age and severity levels of mentally retarded
children to be admitted. In general the furniture selected should be
such that they allow for varied arrangements in the room and should
have multipurpose utility value. (See diagram-3) The size of the
furniture should take into consideration the age and physical devel-
opment of the children in a given group. Pre-primary level may have
more space on floor for play activities.
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The furniture should be preferably wooden, sturdy and durable.
The furniture should allow for flexibility in use. They should not
have sharp edges which would hurt children. As retarded children
do not have a classroom arrangement like normal children, the
furniture design should be such that it allows for varied classroom
arrangements.

Each class must have a teacher's table, large cupboards for keeping
the teaching aids, specific pigeon hole arrangement or single lockers
for the belongings of children such as school bag and lunchbox

Diagrams 4 and 5 are examples of selected furniture for class
room arrangement that provides for flexibility and allow, one-to-one
as well as group instruction which are essential for the education of
mentally retarded children. Diagram 5 shows low cost furniture for
schools which may be suitable for rural or semi urban setting. One
may have alterations made based on the need and resources.

EQUIPMENT

The selection of equipment for mentally retarded children -

require careful consideration. The materials should be as c!ose to
those used in daily living as possible so that transfer of learning is
minimized Wherever possible actual materials should be used
rather than simulating or using models. For instance, to teach but-
toning actual clothings should be used rather than bytton frames.
However, to have variety and to sustain attention, various materials
can be used. At preprimary level such aids can be relatively more,
and gradaully as the children move to higher levels they should be
replaced by objects of daily use as learning aids, with necessary
adaptations made if needed.

In general, the equipment needed can be divided into indoor
and outdoor equipment. Listed below are minimal equipment one
may acquire as per their resources and need.
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Indoor equipment

Wooden Beads
(coloured - all sizes)
100 each

Metal nails and board kit

Peg board with different
shapes

Balls - different sizes

Blowing toys, toys that
make different sounds,
rattle, teethers, toy drum etc.

String toys that are pulled
(tractors, cars, planes)

Picture and numbers books

Picture charts

Crayons, pencils and sketch
pens

Colour clay

Marbles

Percussion instruments,
drums, bells, tape recorder,
tapes with music

10
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Slack board, felt boards,
magnetic boards

Dan/mat
Wooden blocks (coloured
and uncoloured Hollow
blocks & unit blocks)
Wooden/plastic nuts and
bolts and the like

Puppets (hand)

Crayon, colour pencils,
chalks
Containers - small basket or
bowls
Clothings with buttons,
buckles, shoe laces etc.
Flannel, plastic sheets and
cloth, wheat flour for finger
paints and a container.

Mirror (Big)

Gum/paste (fevicol)
Measuring scales

Water colours powder 1kg
each colour

Brushes

Drawing Sheets

Sand paper

Bottles (unbreakable ones
for water play)

Big plastic drum/bucket/tub
Books of various grade
levels from nursery to V.

Gradening tools

Montessori equipment
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Kitchen/Domestic equipment:

Weighing scale

Cutlery

Knives and chopping boards

Cooking utensils of various
sizes, serving dishes, spoons
and brooms and mops

Towels and dusters

Stove or cooking range

Refrigerator (if possible)

Bottles

Cooking ingredients

Provocational equipments

Carpentary tools - screw
driver, pliers, hammer, saws
and so on

Gardening tools - pails
spades, watering cans, long
hose pipes

Any other suitable
equipment, depending on
chosen vocational training
programme

12



Outdoor equipment

Simple set of stairs wooden rocking horse/boats slide, jungle gym,
sea-saw hoops, balls.

(Simple items which are expensive made of locally available
materials are illustrated at diagram 5 & 6.)
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STAFF

The prescribed staff-student ratio is 1 : 5. It is practical to
have about 7 to 8 children if they have no behaviour problems or
additional handicaps. There should be five special teachers with
one principal. The principal should have preferably a masters degree
in Education and a degree or diploma in special education of the
mentally retarded children. The special teachers must have a
certificate or diploma in special education. The school should have a
minimum of 3 Aayas/attenders who would take care of the cleanliness
of the school and help the teachers with the feeding and toilet
needs of children. There should be a watchman. The office staff
should include a minimum of typist and an accountant.

ADMISSION

Eligibility

Children between the ages of 3 years and 16 years with any level
or severity level of choice can be admitted. Below 3 years are
more suited for early stimulation programmes and above 1 6 years
for post school/vocational training programme. A sample admission
form is at appendix I.

Procedure

The admission may be made once a year, ideally , to match
the admission in schools for normal children.

Each school must have an advisory committee consisting of
a medical person and a psychologist who could form the team
alongwith the principal to diagnose and take decision regarding
admission of eaph of the children brought to the school. Whenever
possible, the team can iuclude other professionals such as speech
pathologist, physiotherapist and eccupational therapist. These
experts should be made available iii school periodicAlly for the
teachers to consult for specific problems of mentally retarded
children.
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Criteria for acceptance

In addition to eligibility and selection procedure, certain
conditions should be laid down for acceptance to minimize practical
problems in the school.

1. The child's residence should not be very far away from school
unless the parents arrange for transport.

2. The child should not have such behaviour problem which are
harmful to self or others. Whenever possible depending on the
availability of a qualified psychologist on full time basis, provi-
sional admission my be given to such children on trial basis.
If the child's problem is manageable in the classroom the
admission may be confirmed.

3. The child should not be suffering from infectious diseases

4. Depending on resource and staff, admission criteria for children
with dual/multiple handicaps or those without toilet training may
be made.

For such children who cannot be admitted to school, possibi-
lities of home training may be explored so that no retarded child
goes unattended.

Contract with parents

A contract with parents should be undertaken by the school
to exercise its descretion for emergency medical attendance, and
permission for involving the child in films, or photographs for fund
raising or for public awareness programmes.

PROGRAMMING

It is difficult to achieve total homogeneity in the grouping of
mentally retarded children. However, groups can be formed based on
the skill and ability level of the child and the mental age. There can
be five groups namely pre-primary, primary, secondary and prevoca-
tional levels with two groups in preprimary level.
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Preprimary level : The preprimary level is one where the curriculum
includes skills required below the mental age of 5 years. Therefore.
moderately and mildly retarded children below the mental age of 5
years can form one group as chronologically they may not be very old
while compared to a severely retarded child with the same mental
age. A 14 or 1 5 years old severely retarded persons with a mental
age of 3 or 4 years will need to be separated as physically he will be
big for this group, though the skills required to be trained will be
almost the same with minor alterations based on physical needs and
appropriate activities, such as menstrual hygiene, shaving skills and
so on. Therefore, preprirrary level should have 2 groups with sepa-
rate section for the severely retarded ones. Skills imparted at this
level are motor, self help including basic skills of feeding, toiletting,
dressing and bathina, language, social skills and preacademics.

To assess the skill levels and programme of this group portage
guide to early education can be effectively used. MDPS also can
be used in Indian set up. The special teachers will be aware of the
source of these assessment tools. It is ideal to develop a checklist
to suit Indian conditions.

Primary level : This is an extension of preprimary leve1. Those
children who achieve 8O°,, of the skills at preprimary level will be
eligible for this level. The curriculum at this level will include
personal adequacy skills, functional academics and social compete-
nce. Children with a mental age of 5-7 years genera'ly fit in this
group A checklist of skills to be trained in this level should be
developed based on the local needs of the city or village, so that the
programme is tailored to suit the specific needs. The checklist must
have provision for continuous assessment. One of the scales effecti-
vely used in Indian condition for assessing and training children at
this level is MDPS - Madras Assessment and Programming System.

Secondary level : In this level, the skills developed at primary
level are further strengthened and emphasis is placed on functional
academics Vocational skills and social competence necessary for
daily living such as time and money concept, reading sign boards
and survival words and signing and independent travel skills will
form important components of the curriculum. Children with a
mental age of 7 to 9 years fit in this group, In addition to MDPS -
specific skill based checklist has to be developed as in primary level.

16



Prevocational level Here the emphasis should be on work skills
and social competence. Vocational aptitude and capatility of the
child should be kept in mind while planning for this level. Work
routine, discipline, good manners and personal skills such as
appropriate grooming, shaving and menstrual hygiene and recreation
skills will form part of this group's curriculum. The skills such as
money and time will be strengthened at this stage. Here again
MOPS and/or specific skill based checklist should be developed.

The curricular areas given above for the various groups are
broad guidelines. Specific details have to be worked out based on
the local needs. The NIMH is in the process of developing checklist
for each level and appropriate Handbook for teaching the skills,
given in the checklist. Handbook for teaching preprimary level is
available. Those who wish, to have a copy may contact NIMH.
For other levels, the books are being prepared.

GROUPING

Each of the five groups can have 8 to 10 children, grouped,
based on their skill level. Each child w ill require an IEP-lndividua-
lized Educational Programme based on his/her current level of
functioning. IEP format, manuals and a sample IEP is given at the
end. An IEP foreach child should be written ideally, every 3 months.
Each time, the objective taken must be reviewed, progress noted
and fresh goals selected. To have uniformity among the classes,
the groups can be as follows

CA MA

Preprimary A — 3 to 6 years Below 5 years
Preprimary B — over six years (severely retarded)
Primary — 7 to 10 years 5 to 7 years
Secondary — 10 to 13 years 7 to 9 years
Prevocational — 14 to 16 years 8+

It is possible that the moderately retarded child may not learn
any 'functional academics in primary or secondary levels but may
learn social competence, communication and work skills effectively.
they may be considered for the prevocational group.
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The advisory committee with the class teacher, parent, speech
pathologist, principal, psychologist and a medical expert should
meet periodically — at least once in 3 months to review the progress
made by the case, consultation required if any, and to guide the
teachers accordingly.

Promotion and discharge criteria

Based on the above mentioned grouping system when a child
meets with 80% success in a given group's expected criteria, he
may be promoted to the next level. At prevocational level if he
meets with 80% independence, he may be considered for appro-
priate vocational training and placement outside the school. At this
point, parents should be encouraged to explore possibilities
of employment for the child explaining to them the strengths of the
child and the possible jobs he will be ab'e to perform successfully.
Children in any level, for reasons such as medical problems like
seizures or behaviour problems that harm self or others may be
discontinued temporarily. They may be admitted again provisionally
after having been certified as fit to attend school. Even then if the
teachers find them not fit for class, they should promptly report for
further action.

WORKING HOURS

The school should function 51/2 days per week with 9 AM to
3 PM on week days and 9 AM to 1 PM on Saturdays. The teachers
must be in school 1/2 hour before and after the prescribed timings to
have the necessary classroom arrangements and writing of the
daily reports of each child respectively. A sample time-table is given
at Diagram 7. In addition to the daily routine the teacher must
organize periodic field trips to expose children to the various
situation and provide community based instruction.
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Group activity programmes

In spite of running a special school providing services for 50
children on a daily basis there may be a need for number of children
who require facilities. One way of meeting the needs of more
number of children is by providing group activity programmes.
To include group activity, the regular school working homes should
be restricted to 9 AM to 12.30 PM. In the afternoons, the school
can arrange for other mentally retarded children to attend pro-
rame on once-a-week basis. As for the daily school programme, the
children for the afternoon also must be grouped as preprimary,
primary, secondary and prevocationa! groups. The groups of a
particular day would come only on that day of the week alongwith
the parents. The parents would be given programme by the teachers
for the rest of the week to follow at home. This not only trains
parents, but also exposes the child to peer group interaction and
allows the school to reach out to more number of children. Admission
criteria, programme planning and record maintenance should be
followed appropriately for these children also.

MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS

Each teacher is responsible for initial evaluation of skill level,
setting goals and writing IEP for the child, which should be revie-
wed every 3 months.

Individualized Educational Programming (IEP)

As mentioned earlier, every child must have the individualized
educational training programme developed, which should be
systematically implemented and progress evaluated, using the
periodic review form.

The IEP/ITP form and the manual appended in the end of the
booklet is an outcome of National seminar on development of JEP
format held at NIMH in 1986. Professionals' from various fields
including special education, speech pathology & audioloy, psychol-
ogy, physio occupational therapy and medicine, participated in the
seminar. The existing IEP forms in the country were considered in
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the seminar and a new one was developed with a manual for filling
it. The participating organization tried Out the new format for 6
months and gave a feedback. Based on the feedback given, further
modifications were made and the revised one is appended in this
booklet alongwith its manual. A sample filled IEP also is attached
for reference. (Appendix 2 & 3) This form is currently being used
successfully in a number of special schools in the country.
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Screening for problems in Communication

The classroom teacher will find chirdren having communi-
cation problem which might neez expert guidance for intervention
by the teachers. A checklist is attached at appendix — 4 which
would assist the teacher for referral and intervention under
guidance.

Assessment of behaviour problems

Many mentaHy retarded children exhibit problem behaviours
which need to be corrected. Systematic intervention shows posi-
tive results in reducing such behaviour problems. The formats
attached at appendix—5 would assist the teacher in assessing the
behaviour problem and seek expert advice for effec ive intervention.

PARENTS MEETING

The teacher must organize periodic parents meetinçs. Ideally,
once in every three months and once annually parents meeting
should be organised. In addition individual meeting with parerts
may be arranged as and when required. It is ideal to have a student
diary through which the parents and the teacher can communicate.

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENT

Salary of the Principal and the qualified special teachers
should match that of M. Ed., B. Ed., or Secondary grade trained
teacher training as the case may be with a special allowance for
Special Education.

The salary of ayah, watchman LDC Typist cum accountant
should be as per the State. Government Rules.

Depending on whether it is own or rented building, the rent
and maintenance expenses would vary. Therefore, it is difficult to
give a generalized estimate for starting of a special school.

It is also important.to take into account as to whether the
administration of the school wculd charge fee from the children.
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However, a rough estimate of budgetery requirement is given
be!ow,

Recurring Non-recurring
Rs. Rs.

Furniture 20,000-00

Equipment 20,000-00

Salary

Principal (3,000 x 12) 36,000-00 -—

5 Teachers (1,500 x 5 x 12) 90,000-00 —.

Ayah(600x3X12) 2,600-00 —

Watchman (600 x 1 2) 7,200-00 —

Typist (1 ,000xl 2) 12,000-00 ________
Tolal 1,66,800-CO 40,000-00

Excludes building and Transport.
Allowance should be provided for increment of staff, repairs and
replacement of damaged equipment.

DETAILS ON GOVERNMENT AID

The ministry of Welfare, Government of India has a scheme of
assistance to organizations for the disabled persons. The details
regarding the scheme such as type of organization, eligibility for
assistance, extent of assistance, Procedure for submission of
application, condition for sanction and so on may be obtained
by writing to The Secretary, Ministry of Welfare, Government

India, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi 110 001.

Every application should be routed through the state
government with their recommendation in the prescribed format.

CONCLUSION

Looking back at the past years, the services for the mentally
retarded children in India has definitely progressed to a great extent.
With efforts of Government and voluntary organizations we are
sure to find a brighter future with regard to special education facili-
ties for the mentally retarded children.
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APPENDIX 1

ADMISSION FORM FOR SPECIAL SCHOOL

1.0 Name of the case

1.1 Register No.

1.2 Date of Registration

2.0 Present complaints

2.1 Specific behavioural problems, if any

2.2 Any specific interest:

3.0 Assessment report:

3.1 Medical

3.2 Psychological

3.3 Special Educational

3,4 Referrals (01, PT, ST etc)

3.5 Management plan proposed

4.0 Any other information

5.0 Admitted : Admission No: Group:

wait listed : waiting list no

Rejected

Reasons for rejection,:

Any other Remarks

Date : Signature of the Principal
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APPENDIX - 2

INDIVIDUALIZED TRAI NING PROGRAMME

PART A

1. Name 6 Registration No.

2. Date of 7. Class and Roll

Birth (Age) No.

3. Sex : 8. Date of filling
ITP

4. Address : 9. ITP No.

5. Mother tongue/langunge (s)
spoken by the MR person

10. significant info matiOn
about the MR person

11. Associated conditions
and referrals if any

12. Goal

1 3. Staff Responsible



lip No.

INDIVIDUALIZED TRAINING PROGRAMME

Date of programming

Date of Evaluation

Staff Responsible

PART B

Skill activity

Present Level/
Bese line

Objectives

Materials needed



Procedure

Evaluation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Remarks / Problem encountered

Signature of Staff
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INDIVIDUALIZED TRAINING PROGRAMME

MANUAL

National Institute for the Mentally Handicapped,
Manovikas Nagar, P. 0. Bowenpally,
Secunderabad - 500 011.



INDIVIDUALIZED TRAINING PROGRAMME

MANUAL

The Individualized educational programmes are developed specifi-
cally to meet the educational and training needs of each child.
As no two mentally retarded children have similar abilities and
needs, and as majority of the mentally retarded children require
services from more than one discipline such as special education,
speech pathology and audiology, psychology, physiotherapy,
occupational therapy, and medicine, it is essential that a comprehe-
nsive service programme is developed for each child, based on his
needs, including the appropriate input from various disciplines.
Development of such an I E P / ITP is an important component of
diagnostic prescriptive process.

The ITP has two sections, part A and Part B. Part A consists
of general information about the child, person initiating the progra-
rnme and the overall goals for the child. Part B consists of specific
programming for a skill or behaviour.

GUIDELINES FOR FILLING UP PART A

1. Name:
give the child's full name and pet name if any in brackets.

2. Date of birth ( age
Given as in the records.

3. sex:

4. Address:
Give the present address.

5. Mother tongue/languages spoken
It is essential that the child is exposed to one language
consistently. iherefore record the details of the child's mother
tongue as well as other language spoken by the child. Circle the
mother tongue.

6. Regn. No
Give the number of the registration in the institute/school.
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7. Class/roll no.:

In case of a special school give the class group of the child and

the roll number.

8. Date of writing the ITP

ITP is generally written on a particular day when the team meets

and decides on the programme for the child. Write the date of

such a meeting.

9. ITP No:

Each child will have number of ITPs following one after the other.

Write the number of the particular ITP.

10. Significant information of the M.R. person. Includes information

on i) the degree of retardation, ii)
associated conditions such as

visual, hearing or orthopaedic handicap. medical conditionSSuCh

as epilepsy, hyperkinesiS and behaviour probImS, iii) family back

ground of the child, iv) strengths and weakness of the child

and v)medi.ine taken if any.

11. Goals:

Mention the overall goals set for the child after assessment, and

the order of pricrity. if ther are more than one goal.

12. St3f responsible:

The name of the staff member, whoever will be responsible for

ccrrying out nd coordinating the ITP should be mcntoncd here.

GUIDELINES FOR FILLING UP PART B:

Part B consists of the specific programme for the child with
precise instructions to carry out the programme.

13. Skill/activity

Mention here, the skill on which the MR child/individual 5 to

be trained for example, feeding skill, dressing skill, or writing
skill and so on. If it is a behaviour which is to be modified,

mention the name of the behaviour, for example, head banging,

eye poking or body rocking, and so on.
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14. Current level baseline

Write in behavioural terms what cxactly the rnenaUy r:tarid
person is abie to do in th gvn skiH or hehav:our or exam;.ft, f
the skifi is combing hair, the current kvel Cdfl Y ''piC:S U
comb, hods it approprr:rely'. Pl.'es the comb on the hed but
does not comb the hair in one direciion uniformly. Cannot make
the partition in the hair.

15. If it is a behaviour, mention wht provokes the behaviour, how
exactly the M R. person behaves and for how long.

1 6. Objectives

Mention in behavioural te;r,is what is the objective. Mention
the (a) condition, (b) behviour, (c) level of pcrfomance and (d)
dead line. To illustrate, an 'xdm)le is given hekw
(a) When asked (b) the child (name of tb' child) point.; to
the appropriate picture of the fruit nam2d, (C) 8 out of 10 times
correctly and (d) in 3 months.

17. Procedure:

Give step by step procedure for meeting the objective. Do not
have ambiguous direction. The steps must be spcific and
clear. Remember to mention the reinforcers to be used and
when.

18. Materials needed

Write the materials needed for developing the particular skill or
improving the particular b3havour.

19. Evaluation

Leave this column blank when the ITP is written after the
specific duraiion when the child is evaluated for progress or
problems, f1lI this column by noting down the observations.
This in turn forms the baseline or current level for the next ITP
to be written.
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To quantify the progress of the child, performance may be
ranked from 1 to 7 as shown below

Below base line 1

No progress 2
25% progress 3
5O, progress 4
75 progress 5

1OO,, progress 6

1OO°, progress 7

before deadlir

Circle the appropriate number. To get the percentage of progress
measure by comparing with the objective, how many times
the child is able to do. Find out the percentage of marks.

Skills development in speech and language, motor activities
for daily living and academic areas can be written in this format
as also the problem behaviours to be corrected. Thus the format
is of use for special educators, speech pathologists, psycholo-
gists and physiotherapists.

20. Problems enocuntered/remarks

Write here clearly, the problems faced while carrying out the
programme which may be specific to the child and the situation.
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Procedure:

A AAAAtL.ev. CAr. b- C'.&-4). fw .tk4. ckL�'

b OCAa.t-r t'vt u)J L- 'yo4.p nic Lb d4 ôL o4b b4'P4t.t ( b-&.i - cAiv) M)i-t Q€. c2.oKè t
' CkL1

Stcd bJ bi&
ALw t4rvt 'j t nwrror. TiDv ,'dL ?L4taL ptv'ft

c4
tA#1 '5

tOUk,.k. c'ij2 wuLc pnt&.th 0€4- Løc.ç. L-
P PA OiM. j pvw t, vbatxz wU prvpt. Mod2112rPw "3 &JA1 W&t Ie$2vA PL c&4tt -4u' wv1 cx.tttvi'-pt cu -k.
Acj ti. cL , Jtt- w&4 cj ejj

cp aJA p k.,j4i c'i PnP mo d
cct€

Q4y,&.J3EA. to t?v4sa14 Uit, C-I'L

Evaluation
1 2 3 I 6 7 78/

Remarks: Afl.z). 1c) ctc4 tkt ck-L -44tet
ttqt7 tb 4A44' -4 tu otz

LLh
Signature of Staff
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED, SECUNDERABA)

lIP NO. : 02

INDIVIDUALIZED TRAINING PROG.ANME

Date of Programming:

Date of Evaluation:

Staff Responsible:

PART B

Skill t..ryd x.in Ar4 Re c.X.-• avJ
Present Level/ I4e. fOIIov.S ,tikt LV c.t-.'ov\ 44
Baseline Jt'd4 PIcu LC4(.eX a
rttbhL e-cJ(-Lt 4' tth4 o'n IeJz..iij

Objectives W hQi aoK - XKL- CkAL� W U OJQtL-

tø 4fl-Q cLf,w\t; U4
p OC-W wtiJ ' Q7. c..uro. -

3

Materials needed .) boit, pa CL&} . b2 €Jt,

9 £poC
- pe,' c.4.L €Jt.
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• . .2.

procedure;
® ___ C1L� fl€Dk- tKt- 4PJ Cp bocv b

crCt, o.oK 4u to cte ___
cUL1 ti.- it k&w tZi

GJ) oK kL.v to -reftLt'± )$ pat -
C4A.Lo..c c't c,La- p0,4g- VtYb& p'—t ci f(
AV)O4 cdL totaL 1

® tv Gk C.oLo&a �po
cb tUL Xij 4OJbQ C ri&LL -

bJJ-, bi, p ôd.A tt&.) t ed

® bt_pL L4.r-- .to p
tilA ti-t- ChOJ'CL to
A LAO &OK. 4 tr. tLLt- vZU j3-t h &rttAt4 to

tAJiL #A W&bA& ctL* 'i Zk C4-phoctk C.k) t rct ki MdIaL
leLL .tKL- po/\QJtt - --' oLctt cd,, . .& .tZ (2LL. fl 4fL #b pad )LtcLL
li &t O.A A.Ot CJ. O44t.Qt #t. CJJ-i p-c1Zu-.- kc.LI, Ij

LI

Rt-6u- O iS&-'4 CJL fro-
Evaluation
1 2 3 7 8oi.

Remarks: &L -fr€tt d8i-i)l.

(L&
.

j--.j) 0-rJ1 oJ ,ker,v_ fr( JO

-LcCt, LIIf
signature of Staff
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Appendix-4

REFERRAL FORM FOR SPEECH PATHOLOGY &
AUDIOLOGY SERVICES

1. A. SUBBA RAO
Services by a speech pathologist and an audiologist could be

requested when the following aspects are observed in children with
mental retardation.

SI. No. Not applicable Always Inconsistent Occasionafly

1. Poor spontaneous interactions

Difficulties in spontaneously
interacting with people, for
example in asking for things,
rejecting items, calling peo-
ple, either through speech or
through gestures. Has no
speech.

2. Inability to produce speech
sounds (no speech)

3. Poor clarity of speech

Has poor clarity of speech
particularly strangers find it
difficult to understand his/her
speech.

4 Less words

Uses mainly words, that are
names and action words only.
Words such as me, mine,
good, fat, between are not
used.

5. Short sentences

Uses sentences which appear
to be telegraphic and the
sentences are mainly statem—
ents such as asking for food
items/toys. Sentence such as
questions or connected sente-
nces are rarely observed.

6. Affected Voice

Voice appears to be abnormal.
Such as week voice where the
child does not talk loudly, or
appears to speak through the
nose or appears to struggle
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SI No. Not applicabls Alwayo Inconsistent Occasionally

7. Affected flow of speech

Appears to be talking haltingly
and has difficulty in starting a
word

8. Poor hearing/listening

Does not respond to sounds
unless they are loudly made
has a history of ear infections
does not understand instruct-
ions; does not remember
previously taught words.

9. Irrelevant speech

Any other

Signature of the special
Ref. to: teacher
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APPENDIX 5

PROBLEM BEHAVIOUR CHECKLIST

REETA PESHAWARIA

CHILD/CLIENT'S NAME____________ EVALUATOR:________

AGE: _______ DATE:____________
SEX:

The purpose of this checklist is to identify children who require
behavioural management of problem behaviours in school setting
or home setting. Behavioural management is generally taken up if
the problem behaviour fulfills any of the following criteria
—The problem behaviour interferes in the learning process.
—The problem behaviour is causing harm or disrespect to others.
—The problem behaviour is harmful for the child/client's ownself.
—The problem behaviour is socially unacceptable.
Put a tick for those statements which best describe the child/
client's behaviour being evaluated.

School Home
setting setting1. PHYSICAL VIOLENCE

TOWARDS OTHERS 0 0 Occasionally
(e.g. kicks, slaps, hits, pushes,
spits, bites, pinches, pulls hair Frequentlyor uses objects as weapons
against others) 0 0 No problem

2. DAMAGES OWN OR OTHERS' 0 0 OccasionallyPROPERTY
(e.g. throws or breaks objects, Frequentlyrips or tears own clothes,
books of others) 0 0 No problem

3. HAS VIOLENT T1PER OR
TEMPER TANTRUMS 0 0 Occasionally(e.g.cries and screams or
stamps feet while banging Frequently
objects or slamming doors,
angry, irritable) o 0 No problem
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School Home

setting setting

5. INATTENTIVE OR EASILY
DISTRACTIBLE
(e.g. does not pay attention
to what is told, does not
continue with the task at
hand for required time)

6. DISOBEDIENT, OBSTINATE
(e.g. does not obey commands
does the opposite of what is
told)

7. WANDERS, TRUANCY FROM
HOME/SCHOOL
(e.g. wanders outside the
class, outside home or runs
away from school/home)

8. USES ABUSIVE OR ANGRY

LANGUAGE

(e.g. "stupid" "fool" or

teases others)

9. BOSSES AND MANIPULATES
OTHERS
(e.g.

tries to tell others, what
to do, orders always wants
his! her way)

10. MISBEHAVES IN GROUP
SETTINGS

(e.g.
disturbs others while in

the class, knocks things
down in play session or lunch
sessions, interrupts inbetween
while others are talking)

4. RESTLESS AND PHYSICALLY
OVER ACTIVE
(e.g. does not sit at one place
for required time)

A A Frequently

0 0 No problem

0 0 Occasionally

A A Frequently

No problem0 0

0 0 occasionally

FrequentlyA
No problem0

0 0 occasionally

A A Frequently

problem0 0 No

0 o Occasionally

A

o o Occasionally

A A Frequently
o No problem

o 0 OccasionallY

A A Frequently

0 No problem
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School Home
setting setting

11. LIES, STEALS OR CHEATS 0 0 Occasionally
(e.g. twists the truth to own
advantage, cheats in games, Frequently
steals money)

o 0 Nolpyoblem
12. STEREOTYPED BEHAVIOURS 0 0 Occasionally

(e.g. body rocking, head
nodding, waves or shakes Frequently
parts of the body repeatedly)

o o No problem
13. SELF-INJURIOUS BEHAVIO- 0 0 Occasionally

URS
(e.g. bangs head or other Frequently
parts of the body against
objects or scratches or picks 0 0 No problem
self causing injury)

14. SEXUAL 'BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS
(e.g. engages in masturbation 0 0 Occasionally
openly or infront of others,
stand in public places Frequently
exposing body inappropria
tely, touches others or own 0 0 No problem
private parts exessively in
public)

16. ODD BEHAVIOURS 0 0 Occasionally
(e.g. talks too close to others
face, walks with fingers in L Frequently
ears, smells every objects,
hoard's objects, puts every- El 0 No problem
thing in mouth)

16. FEARS 0 0 Occasionally
(e.g. of objects, animals,
places) Frequently

o 0 No problem
17. ANY OTHER (specify) 0 0 Occasionally

Frequently

0 0 No problem
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